
a  It's hot and sunny.

b  It's raining.

c  It's cold and snowing.

d  It's warm and cloudy. 

e  It's stormy. 

f  It's cool and windy.

What's the weather going to be like?

- It's going to snow.
rain.

What's the weather going to be like?

- It's going to be sunny.
cold.

    True False

a  It's going to be hot. .................  

b  It's going to snow. ...................  

c  It's going to rain. .....................  

d  It's going to be windy. ............  

e  It's going to be sunny. ............  
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  Listen.  

Tick ( ) to 
show if the 
sentences are 
True or False.
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  Write letters 
to match the 
sentences with 
the pictures.

  Study point

Is it going to snow tomorrow?
- Yes, it is.
- No, it isn't.

Is it going to be warm tomorrow?
- Yes, it is.
- No, it isn't.

Oh, no! It's going to rain!15



Gary, let's go to the cinema.

Let's play tennis.

Yes, good idea.

No thanks, it's going to rain.

Let's go to the cinema.

...

play tennis

go to the cinema

go to the zoo

visit my aunt

buy an  
ice cream

go swimming

  Is it going to snow? ................ Yes No

  

 Is it going to be sunny? .......... Yes No

  

 Is it going to be windy? .......... Yes No

Let's have a picnic tomorrow.

Yes, good idea.  
It's going to be sunny. 
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No, its going to be windy. 

go to 
the zoo

Dice 1
Let's...

Dice 2
weather

go
shopping

go to  
the cinema

play 
tennis

have 
a picnic

watch 
TV

 61 61  6060 15  Oh, no! It's going to rain!
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a  Listen and 

repeat.
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 Practise with 
 a partner.

b  Practise with 
 a partner.

a  Listen to three 
conversations.

  Number the 
pictures.
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b Listen again 
and answer the 
questions.

 46 

 

 Roll the dice 
and make 
conversations 
with your 
partner.

 4

Conversation 1

Conversation 2

Conversation 3


